DISASSEMBLY:

1.) In a vice with aluminum soft jaws, firmly clamp the parallel flat sides of the master cylinder Body around the Spherical Bearing.

2.) Remove any fittings or plugs from the ports.

3.) Remove the Rubber Boot (74-401M) by pulling it off of the Piston Guide and Piston Push Rod.

4.) Compress the conical Compression Spring (78-3301-1) and Spring Retainer (78-3300) to expose the Wire Lock Ring (78-3302).

5.) Expand the Wire Lock Ring and remove from the Piston Push Rod.

6.) Remove the Spring Retainer and Spring.

7.) Using a 1.25” deep socket, loosen the Piston Guide (78-31X) (hex shape, right hand threads).

[NOTE: Piston Guides are made in incremental lengths and used specifically to set the cutoff port travel. Keep components from each master cylinder as a matched set. Cutoff port travel .030-.050” and documented on the label decal on bottom of units.]

8.) Completely unscrew the Piston Guide from the Body. Be careful near the last thread, as an internal spring will push the assembly apart.

9.) Remove Body from vice and using snap ring pliers remove the internal Snap Ring (77-004) and press out Spherical Bearing (COM-5).

10.) Using a right angle pick, remove the main Pressure Seal (7X-31X) from the Piston (Take care not to damage or lose the thin shim washer behind main pressure seal).
11.) Using the same pick or similar tool remove the 77-005 Piston Guide Seal (77-005) and larger O-ring (78-3200) from the Piston Guide. Do not scratch seal glands when removing.

12.) Discard of the following parts:
- 77-004 Snap Ring (1)
- COM-5 Spherical Bearing (1)
- 7X-31X Pressure Seal (1)
- 77-005 Piston Guide Seal (1)
- 75-010 Internal Compression Spring (1)
- 75-020 Rod, Spring Guide (1)
- 75-06X Shim Washer
- 78-3200 O-ring (1)
- 78-3302 Wire lock ring (1)

CLEANING / PREPARATION

- Be careful not to scratch remaining parts, clean in aqueous parts washer or equivalent. It is ok to use shop air to dry and blow off components.

1) Inspect the 3 small holes in the head of the Piston Push Rod for debris. Use a small pick or drill bit to clear the holes if necessary.

2) Inspect the deep hole in the center of the Piston Push Rod.

3) Wipe any remaining residue from all features of the Piston Push Rod.

4) If necessary, clean any oil from the master cylinder Body. Use NEW Simple Green or Alcohol because any grit in the cleaning solution may plug the very tiny holes in the Master Cylinder Body.

5) Remove any residue from the bore that receives the Spherical Bearing and Snap Ring.

ASSEMBLING THE MASTER CYLINDER:

1) Apply a small drop of sleeve retainer (Loctite 609 or equivalent) to the OD of the Spherical Bearing 180° away from the lubrication hole.

3) Press in the Spherical Bearing until seated against the shoulder and install the Snap Ring.

4) Lightly apply rubber grease to the head and seal groove of the Piston Push Rod.
5) Place the thin Shim on the head of the Piston followed by the Pressure Seal. Make sure the ID of the Pressure Seal is fully seated in the small diameter area of the Piston. You may need to work the ID edge of the seal down with your fingernail.

6) Check that the thin Shim is centered on its register on the Piston.

7) Install the 77-005 Seal into the Piston Guide by folding the seal into a kidney shape and inserting into the bore. The seal is a loaded U cup and should be positioned so that the U shape is open towards the inside of the bore with the o-ring. (Note, o-ring comes preinstalled into the U cup seal to energize the sealing lips.) Rubber grease will help the installation. Make sure it is fully seated and that the o-ring did not move out of position.

8) Install the outer O-ring onto the Piston Guide.

9) Slide the Piston Guide onto the piston push rod until the tip is at the 77-005 seal. Thread the Piston Guide and Seal onto the Piston Push Rod so that the Seal lip does not get damaged. Once past the threaded section, push the Piston Guide down onto the Push Rod shaft.

10) Insert the Rod and Spring into the drilled counterbore in the Piston Push Rod, leaving it hanging part way out.

11) Lightly apply rubber grease to the Pressure Seal and Piston Guide O-ring. Gently insert the Piston into the Body. As you do so, make sure the Spring and Rod are registered by the counter bore at the bottom of the Body bore.

12) Hand tighten the Piston Guide into the Body. If the Piston Guide will not thread down, check the alignment of the Spring and Rod in the counterbore of the Body.

13) Torque the Piston Guide to 20 ft-lbf.

14) Confirm that the Piston Push Rod moves in and out freely.

15) Apply rubber grease to the Piston Push Rod shaft. (Boot will cover and retain this grease.)

16) Install the Conical Compression Spring and Spring Retainer (note direction) onto the Push Rod.
17) Expand the Wire Lock Ring and install over the Piston Push Rod shaft. Compress the Spring and Retainer down past the second groove and wrench flats on the Piston Push Rod shaft. Squeeze the Wire Lock Ring into a closed circle shape and compress/guide it into the counterbore ID of the Spring Retainer. The Wire Lock Ring should register against the taper of the groove past the wrench flats.

18) Install the Rubber Boot onto the shaft and over the Spring and Spring Retainer. Stretch the large end of the Boot over the hex of the Piston Rod Guide. Stretch the ID of the Boot and register it into the groove on the Spring Retainer.

19) Confirm that the Piston Push Rod compresses and extends.

20) Apply new sticker decal and label as desired. Sticker has clear cover flap that can be applied over the users written notes once flap backing is peeled off. (Sticker decal may be trimmed to fit as desired)